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Abstract

Green [Int. J. Forecasting (2002)] reports that in certain settings predictions made by game theorists can be outperformed
by the outcome of a short role playing exercise. Goodwin [Int. J. Forecasting (2002)] argues that this does not imply that
game theoretic analysis cannot be useful. The current paper discusses two types of observations that support this assertion.
First, there are many important settings in which game theoretic models have high forecasting power. Two examples: the
aggregate outcome of entry job markets, and the outcome of repeated interactions are summarized here. The second
observation concerns the possibility of objectively forecasting the predictive value of specific models (and methods) on
particular domains. To increase our understanding of the value of role playing, we suggest that future research focus on
estimating the predictive value of this method using a random selection of problems from a well defined set. 2002
International Institute of Forecasters. Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction experimental research has documented the high
predictive value of specific game theoretic

Green (2002) demonstrates that predictions models. Two examples (bargaining games and
obtained from a short role playing exercise (see auctions) are discussed in Bolton (2002) and
Armstrong, 2001) can be better than those Shefrin (2002). The current paper presents two
solicited by email from experienced game theor- additional examples and a method that can be
ists. The current paper builds on Goodwin’s used to forecast the predictive value of a
(2002) reply, and argues that these results dospecific model.
not mean that game theory cannot be useful. The first example we discuss involves the
Indeed, there are relatively well defined sets of successful design and implementation of large
situations in which previous empirical and markets. It is virtually impossible to predict

specific market outcomes, since the tastes and
opportunities of market participants are largely*Corresponding author.
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predict what kinds of rules of market organiza- workers and firms, marriageable men and
tion will lead to orderly markets. This kind of women. A class of game-theoretic models of
work has led to successful designs of large ‘two-sided matching markets’ for studying such
markets, such as the entry level labor market for processes was introduced by Gale and Shapley
American doctors (the National Resident (1962). A market is two-sided if there are two
Matching Program), and the auction markets for sets of agents, and if an agent from one side of
radio spectrum conducted by the U.S. Federal the market can be matched only with an agent
Communications Commission (and similar mar- from the other side. Gale and Shapley proposed
kets in other countries) considered by Shefrin that a matching could be regarded as stable only
(2002). if it left no pair of agents on opposite sides of

The second example is concerned with the the market who were not matched to each other
development of game theoretic models with but would both prefer to be. They showed that a
higher forecasting ability for smaller-scale special property of two-sided (as opposed to one
strategic environments, in the short and inter- or three-sided) markets is that stable matchings
mediate term. Most of classical game theoretic always exist (at least when agents’ preferences
analysis concerns modeling the long term are uncomplicated).
‘equilibrium’ behavior in a game, but recent However many markets, particularly entry
attention to models of learning in games sug- level professional labor markets, experience
gests that these have better forecasting ability in market failures which prevent them from ach-
the near term. ieving stable matchings. In one common form

The fourth section of this paper formulates an of this market failure, the date of first appoint-
approach for measuring the forecasting value of ment unravels in time, becoming earlier and
game theoretic (and other) models (and meth- earlier from year to year (see e.g. Roth and Xing
ods) in specific domains. It shows how ex- (1994) for a description of several dozen mar-
perimental procedures that involve random sam- kets and submarkets that have experienced
pling of problems can be used to forecast unraveling at some point in their history). In the
predictive value. We believe that methods of this United States, two markets that are presently
type are needed to understand the relative value experiencing this kind of unraveling are the
of game theoretic models and role playing market for law clerks for Federal appellate
methods in different settings. judges (cf. Avery, Jolls, Posner, & Roth, 2001),

in which offers are presently made almost two
years in advance of employment, and the market
for college admissions (cf. Avery, Fairbanks, &2 . Market design
Zeckhauser, 2001), in which elite colleges admit

Game theory is concerned with the ‘rules of a high percentage of their entering classes
the game,’ and as such it is the part of economic through ‘early decision’ programs. Both of these
theory that has come to the fore in understand- are ‘gateway’ markets, whose outcomes have a
ing how a market’s rules influence its operation. strong influence on future career paths.
Game theoretic models have recently played a Quite a few markets have resolved such
large role in market design. An example will market failures by attempting to organize cen-
illustrate how such models are useful. tralized clearinghouses, which would permit

One of the main functions of many markets most positions in the market to be filled at the
and social processes is to match one kind of same time. For example, such clearinghouses
agent with another: e.g. students and colleges, have been organized in medical and other
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health-care markets in the U.S., Britain, and game theory are not made entirely a priori. The
Canada, and in regional markets for new formal theory needs to be validated by empirical
lawyers in Canada. Some of these clearin- observation, both in the field and in the labora-
ghouses have succeeded, while others have tory (see e.g. Kagel and Roth (2000) for an
failed. The best predictor of success turns out to experiment in support of this kind of design
be whether the market produces stable match- effort). This is probably going to be fairly
ings (cf. Roth, 1984, 1990, 1991; Roth & Xing, typical of the use of game theory in design: for
1994). a review that also includes discussion of the

As market conditions change, some of these recent design of national auctions for radio
clearinghouses need to be redesigned in order to spectrum licenses, see Roth (2002).
continue to produce stable matchings. For ex-
ample, the entry level market for American
physicians, which fills roughly 20 000 positions 3 . Repeated interactions
per year, now has to deal with perhaps 1000
applicants per year who go through the match as Recent research demonstrates that in many
married couples and desire two positions in the settings the development of game theoretic
same city, and more than twice that many models with high forecasting value requires a
applicants who need to be placed into two relaxation of the high rationality assumption
consecutive positions in order to qualify for a (made in classical game theoretic models). One
particular medical specialty. Game theory was example involves the modeling of the effect of
at the heart of the recent redesign of the medical repeated interactions. To demonstrate this line
clearinghouse (the National Resident Matching of research the current section focuses on the
Program), as described in Roth and Peranson repeated play of matrix games with unique
(1999). The Roth–Peranson design has also mixed strategy equilibrium in which players
been adopted by entry level labor markets in cannot reciprocate. In a typical study two
other professions since its adoption by Ameri- players participate in a multi trial play of the

1can physicians. Note that the game-theoretic game. In each trial Player 1 chooses between
idea of stability plays a critical role in the the rows of a matrix and Player 2 chooses
success of such markets, but that what consti- between the columns. The choices determine
tutes a stable outcome depends entirely on the which cell of the payoff matrix will be used to
preferences of the market participants. So the compute the trial’s payoffs. Review of all the
task of the market designer is to formulate rules published experiments studying games of this
that give firms and workers the incentive to type (Erev & Roth, 1998) reveals that the
participate in the market in an orderly way. classical game theoretic prediction (maximin,

It should be emphasized that, in this kind of mixed strategy equilibrium) has very low pre-
application as in others, predictions made using dictive value. Indeed, the mean squared devia-

tion (MSD) between the observed and predicted
choice-proportions was larger than the MSD

1Other markets that have adopted it to date are, in the score expected under the prediction of random
United States, Postdoctoral Dental Residencies, Os- behavior.
teopathic Internships, Osteopathic Orthopedic Surgery However, Erev and Roth (and see Sarin &
Residencies, Pharmacy Practice Residencies, and Clinical

Vahid, 2001; Erev, Bereby-Meyer, & Roth,Psychology Internships, and, in Canada, Articling Posi-
1999) found that relatively small modificationstions with Law Firms in Ontario, Articling Positions with

Law Firms in Alberta, and Medical Residencies. of the game theoretic model can dramatically
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improve forecasting power. The classical game situations considered in Section 3). The leftmost
theoretic prediction is based on the assumption column of Fig. 1 presents ten randomly gener-
that each player plays best reply to the strategy ated games of this type. In Fig. 1’s examples
of the other players. In the models considered only two payoffs are possible (0 or 1). The
by Erev and Roth each player slowly learns to selected cell determines the probability of the
adjust their behavior to the previously obtained higher payoff for each player. For example,
outcomes. This modification does not necessari- when cell (A1, B2) is selected in the game
ly change the long-term predictions of the presented in the bottom row of Fig. 1, the
model (because the learning process can lead to probability that Player 1 wins 1 is 0.74 and the
equilibrium), but it appears to provide much probability that Player 2 wins 1 is 0.26. The
better forecasting of the first hundred trials. classical game theoretic (maximin, mixed
Interestingly, the good forecasting value was strategy equilibrium) prediction for this game is
obtained even when the models’ parameters that Player 1 will play A1 with probability
(one to three) were fixed over the 12 games, i.e. 0.985 and Player 2 will play A2 with probability
this is not a case in which the parameters have 0.794.
to be fitted to the games, but rather a case in For example, consider the predictions of the
which a general model has predictive power proportion of A1 choices in trials 401–500 of
over the whole set of games studied. the games summarized in Fig. 1. The true

proportion can be predicted with a specific
model and with the results of an experiment
with k pairs of subjects. Obviously the accuracy4 . Forecasting predictive value
of the experiment increases withk. The model’s

To evaluate the implications of a particular Predictive Value (PV) is defined as the size of
model (like the adaptive game theoretic models the experiment (the value ofk) that has to be
discussed above) and/or a method (like role run to provide predictions that are as accurate as
playing) in a particular setting it is necessary to the model’s prediction.
address the ‘second order forecasting problem.’ Accuracy is defined here as the mean squared
That is, the forecasting of the predictive value deviation (MSD) between the prediction and the
of the model and/or method. This problem can observation. Thus, to estimate the PV of a
be addressed by considering a well defined model, we have to estimate the MSD between
universe of situations and asking how well the the model’s prediction, Pr, and the observations,
model /method will predict, on average, be- and compare that to the MSD between the
havior in a situation randomly sampled from prediction derived from subsamples of sizek
that universe. In the current section we consider and observations from outside the subsample.
how experimental methods can be used to Formally, denote byM the mean distancePr,n

formalize and assess this kind of predictive between the prediction Pr and then observa-
value. tions,

nFor illustrative purposes, we concentrate here 1 2
]on the simple universe of two-person zero sum M 5 O(x 2Pr) ,Pr,n in i51games with a unique mixed strategy equilib-

rium, in which each player has only two strate- and denote byM the mean squared distancek,n

gies, and payoffs are binary lotteries, i.e. between the mean of each subsample of sizek
payoffs are the probability that each player will and each observationx not in the subsample, for
get a fixed prize (this universe is a subset of the all the s sub-samples of sizek,
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Fig. 1. Individual dyads: Each cell on the left shows three dyads observed at a different university. Each curve shows the
choice probabilities in 5 blocks of 100 trials. The Y-axis (0 to 1) is P(A1) and the X-axis (0 to 1) is P(A2). TheD represents
the first block and the? represent the last. The O is the equilibrium. The right hand columns show the choice probabilities as
a function of time (5 block of 100 trials). The light curves shows nine dyads and the dark curves show the means. Player 1’s
curves are solid with squares, Player 2’s curves are dashed with diamonds. The equilibrium predictions are found at the right
of the second to the last column.
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s n identical to the MSD score of the model (over1 1 2
] ]] ¯M 5 O O (x 2 x ) the games).S Dk,n i js n 2 kj51 i51,i[⁄ j

wheres is the number of subsets of observations 4 .1. Experiment
of size k in the sample ofn observations (s 5

To demonstrate the use of the PV measure,n! / [k!(n 2 k)!] and j is an index for each subset.
we present an experiment designed to computeSimple algebra (see Barron, 2000) reveals
the PV of two game theoretic models in predict-that
ing behavior in two-person constant-sum games

2 2¯M 5 2O(x 2 x ) /(n 21)52S1,n i j of the type presented in Fig. 1. The experiment
studies behavior in 10 randomly selected games2whereS is the familiar sample variance and,
of this type (cf. Fig. 1). Each subject played 500

k 1 1 repetitions of one of the games against a fixed,S]]DM 5Mk,n 1,n 2k anonymous opponent.
As noted above, the numbers in each matrixAs k increases,M decreases and approachesk,n

represent probabilities that the players will winM /2 from above ask (and n) go to infinity.1,n
a fixed amountw on each trial. For example, ifThus, whenM ,M /2 the data suggest thatPr,n 1,n
on a given trial both players choose action ‘A,’no experiment will outperform the model (the
then player 1 will win w with the specifiedmodel’s PV is very large). WhenM .M /2Pr,n 1,n
probability p1, and player 2 will winw withthe model’s PV can be precisely calculated as
probability 12 p1. A player who does not winthe k* that solves the equation
w earns zero for that period. In each of the

k* 11
games played,w was set at $0.04 and a player’sS]]DM 5MPr,n 1,n 2k* payoff from the game was the sum of his

The solution is: payoffs over the 500 periods of play (plus a
fixed showup fee). All transactions were con-M /21,n

]]]]]PV 5 k* 5 ducted anonymously via networked computers.n M 2M /2Pr,n 1,n Such a game either has a (weakly) dominant
strategy for at least one of the players, or has aIn Erev, Roth, Slonim, and Barron (2002) we
unique mixed-strategy equilibrium at whichshow that PV is closely related to common
both players play each of their strategies withstatistics (including constrained regressions,
positive probability. In each random sampleMinimum variance weight in Bayesian statistics,
described below, the probabilitiesp1 throughp4Student t, Cohen’s d). Thus, like these other
were independently chosen from the uniformstatistics the PV of a particular model in a
distribution on the values [0.00, 0.01, . . . 0.99,particular domain can be estimated by taking a
1.00]. Games generated in this way were in-random sample of observations (prediction
cluded in the sample if they had a unique mixedtasks) from the relevant population of tasks.
strategy equilibrium.To allow robust estimate (and maintain the

The participants were informed that they arerelationship to regression analysis) it is con-
playing constant sum games (see instructions instructive to estimate thepooled PV. Pooled PV
http: / / techunix.technion.ac.il /|barron) but didin a population of tasks is defined here as the
not know the probabilities that defined the gamenumber of subjects (observations) needed (under
they were playing. After each period of playthe constraint of the same number in each game)
each player learned whether or not they re-to obtain an MSD score (over games) that is

http://techunix.technion.ac.il/
http://techunix.technion.ac.il/
http://techunix.technion.ac.il/
http://techunix.technion.ac.il/
http://techunix.technion.ac.il/
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ceived the payoffw (w5$0.04), but did not which each player chooses each of his actions
know whether the other player receivedw. with probabilities such that, given the strategy

Because the games have binary lottery of the other player, no change in probabilities
payoffs, the equilibrium predictions can be would increase his expected payoff. In zero sum
determined without estimating any unobservable games, a player’s equilibrium strategy can be
parameters (involving risk aversion) (Kagel & calculated by maximizing the minimum payoff
Roth, 1995; Roth & Malouf, 1979; Wooders & he might get for any action of his opponent. The

2Shachat, 2001). So a single random sample of games in our experiment have only two choices
games would be adequate for measuring the per player, and are randomly chosen from the
closeness of the equilibrium prediction to the universe of such games having a unique equilib-
observed behavior. But the learning models rium in nontrivial mixed strategies (strategies

3have free parameters, which must be estimated. such that no action is played with certainty).
Since we are interested in predictive power for The REL model assumes that the probability
new games, we collect data from two distinct of selecting alternativek at trial t is given by:
random samples of games, so the parameters of

q (t )l /S(t )kethe learning model can be estimated from one
]]]]P (t)5k 2sample, and used to predict behavior in the q (t )l /S(t )jO eother sample.
j51

Each game was played by nine pairs, three
each in Boston, Haifa, and Pittsburgh (at the whereq (t) is the propensity to select strategyjj

experimental laboratories of Harvard, Technion, andl is a payoff sensitivity measure, andS(t) is
and University of Pittsburgh). That is, although a measure of payoff variance. Updating occurs
the games are randomly generated, the playersonly for the selected strategy (j):
are not, but we compare players drawn from

q (t 1 1)5 [N(1)1C (t)21)? q (t)j j jdifferent subject pools to make sure that the
behavior we observe is robust to choice of 1 x] / [N(1)1C (t)]j
subject pool.

whereC (t) is the number of times that strategyk

k was selected in the firstt trials, x is the4 .2. Two models:
obtained payoff, andN(1) is a parameter that

We will consider the predictive value of two determines the weight of the initial (uniform)
models: equilibrium, and the reinforcement tendencies.
learning (REL) model proposed by Erev et al. S(1) is the expected absolute distance be-
(1999). Equilibrium for two-person zero-sum tween the payoff from random choices and the
games is one of the oldest ideas in game theory,expected payoff given random choice (A(1)),
whose existence was proved by von Neumann and
(1928). It is a special case of Nash equilibrium
(Nash, 1950) for general strategic games, in

3Mixed strategies are not only the theoretically difficult
case that is the focus of von Neumann’s minimax theorem,

2And because the games are constant sum, many of the they also constitute a behaviorally difficult test of equilib-
concerns expressed e.g. by Ochs and Roth (1989), Bolton rium, because at equilibrium no player has a positive
and Ockenfels (2000) or Weibull (2000) about experimen- incentive to play the equilibrium mixed strategy. For this
tal control of other aspects of players’ preferences are reason, the earlier experiments referred to above also
ameliorated. concentrated on games with mixed strategy equilibria.
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S(t 1 1)5 S(t)[t 1 2N(1)] / [t 1 2N(1)1 1] and the last 100 (periods 401–500) are denoted
by a dark oval. The equilibrium prediction for

1 uA(t)2 xu / [t 12N(1)1 1] each game is denoted by a light oval, so the first
three graphs allow the evolution of play by each

where of the nine pairs to be seen with respect to the
equilibrium prediction.

A(t 1 1)5 A(t)[t 12N(1)] / [t 12N(1)1 1] The fifth column graphs the probabilities over
time, both individual subject pairs (light lines),1 x[t 12N(1)1 1]
and the mean (dark lines) of all nine row players
[squares], and column players [diamonds]. At

Notice that the REL model has two free param- the right of that column is the equilibrium
etersl and N(1). The current analysis use the prediction for each player for that game, so the
estimates that best fit the data examined by Erevgraph makes clear how the means approach
et al.: l52.8 andN(1)530. equilibrium over time. Looking at the individual

pairs reminds us how much variance there is,
and hence why prediction is difficult.4 .3. The predictions and the observed

The fourth and sixth columns in Fig. 1 showbehavior
the predictions of the REL model. The simula-
tion predictions are displayed in the sameThe main experimental results are summa-
format as the experimental data. The fourthrized in the first three and the fifth columns of
column presents 3 randomly selected simulatedFig. 1 (columns four and six present the predic-
pairs, and the sixth column shows the meanstions of one of the REL model). Each game in
(over 1000 simulations) and 9 individual simula-the sample is displayed on the left, and the first
tions.three graphs show the behavior of each subject

The top panel of Table 1 shows the MSD’s ofpair at the three universities in the three subject
the two models. The lower panel shows thepools. The vertical axis shows for player 1, and

2average sample varianceS 5M /2 and PVthe horizontal axis for player 2, the frequency 1,n

for different statistics for each model. Thewith which each played his first strategy in a
results support the assertions made above.block of 100 observations. The first block of
Whereas the classical equilibrium model has100 (periods 1–100) are denoted by a triangle,

Table 1

Predicting goal

First 100 5 of 100 All 500 Last 100

MSD (3100) Equilibrium 7.19 6.54 5.27 6.82
REL 2.71 3.08 1.8 3.92

2S 2.56 2.72 1.54 3.56
PV Equilibrium 0.55 0.71 0.48 1.09

REL 16.4 9.48 5.84 9.96

The top rows present the MSD scores of the two models (3100) for four distinct predicting goals. The lower rows show
2the variance (S ) and the estimated PV.
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very low PV (0.48–1.09), the assumption of In closing, the perfectly rational model of
slow adjustment (the REL model) has relatively classical game theory, and even the simple
high PV (5.84–16.4). adaptive learning models we have considered

here, are not proposed as ‘true descriptions’ of
the world, but rather as useful approximations.
How useful is an approximation depends in part5 . Discussion
on the use to which it is being put, and can only

Our confidence in the value of game theoretic be assessed empirically. We have proposed here
analysis stems from two related observations. a framework in which the predictive value of a
First, there are many important settings in which theoretical model can be assessed in terms of
game theoretic models have high forecasting how many empirical observations would be
power. The current paper focuses on two exam- necessary to obtain a superior prediction.
ples: the aggregate level outcome of entry job
markets, and the outcome of repeated interac-
tions. Other important examples involve bar- A cknowledgements
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